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Cathay Financial Holdings —  

Statement of Sustainability Values 

Cathay Financial Holdings (“Cathay” or the “Company”) in this statement includes all 

directly or indirectly controlled subsidiaries of Cathay Financial Holdings. As a 

company, we uphold integrity, accountability, and innovation as our core corporate 

values. We also make reference to international specifications such as the 

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and the UN's 

Global Compact, as well as Taiwan's Corporate Social Responsibility Best Practice 

Principles for TWSE/GTSM Listed Companies. According to the Company’s overall 

operating activities, Cathay not only engages in responsible investment practices, the 

extension of credit, and other international principles, but also establishes related 

codes of conduct, Human Rights Policy, environmental policy, and Corporate 

Citizenship and Philanthropy Policy. These policies have been incorporated into this 

statement of our values and they shed light on our adherence to work ethics, 

principles and legal compliance in the course of engaging in corporate activities. At 

the same time, we also do our best to reduce environmental, social, and corporate 

governance risks in order to promote economic, social, and environmental benefits. 

Cathay invites partners in our value chain, such as suppliers, joint venture partners, 

and other business partners to follow this statement, and jointly work toward 

corporate sustainability. 

Cathay Financial Holdings — Code of Conduct (abstract) 

The Company strictly prohibits any behavior or events that violate professional ethics. 

If there is a violation of the laws of a country or of the Company’s Code of Ethics, 

such breaches will be subject to impartial treatment without tolerance. If there are any 

major violations, the violation will be publicly disclosed in the corporate 

sustainability report. 

The Company has established Code of Operation Integrity, Code of Ethics, and the 

Employee Code of Conduct, which all employees (including directors, supervisors, 

managers, workers, and substantial controllers) should abide by in their daily work 

activities. The objective of complying with the following work practices is to realize 

integrity and corporate sustainability: 
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1 Compliance with the law: The Company and its employees shall comply with the 

laws and regulations established by the competent authorities when carrying out 

their duties. Employees shall learn, understand, and realistically comply with the 

relevant regulations. 

2 Avoid conflicts of interest: When any behavior, business, activity, or relationship 

can cause a conflict of interest, the Company shall take active and necessary 

measures to terminate such behavior. The objective is to avoid intervention of 

individual interests or conflicts that can affect the Company or its clients. 

3 Prohibition of dishonest behavior: When conducting business, the Company and 

all its employees may not directly or indirectly accept or provide any improper 

interest, nor behave dishonestly or illegally, violate their fiduciary duty, or 

engage in other dishonest behavior to obtain or maintain personal interest. 

4 Prohibition of corruption, bribery and kickbacks: The Company and all its 

employees may not directly or indirectly provide, promise, or accept any 

improper interests during the implementation of their duties, including kickbacks, 

commissions, and facilitation payments, nor accept or give improper interests to 

or through clients, agents, subcontractors, suppliers, civil servants, or other 

stakeholders. However, this is not limited to actions that comply with local 

regulations. 

5 Prohibition of insider trading: The Company’s employees shall comply with the 

regulations of the Securities and Exchange Act, and shall not use their knowledge 

of undisclosed information for insider trading. Employees shall not disclose 

unauthorized information to others in order to prevent others from using 

undisclosed information for insider trading. 

6 Promote fair transactions (Antitrust/anti-competitive practices): When 

implementing their duties and transactions, the Company’s employees shall 

maintain information transparency and a fair attitude toward clients, suppliers, 

and competitors. Employees may not accept illegal lobbying, nor manipulate, 

conceal, or abuse information obtained during the implementation of their duties 

to conduct dishonest or unfair transactions or to obtain improper interests. 

7 Participation in public affairs: When participating in any legal lobbying of bills, 

political contributions, political campaigning, or any government-related political 

duties, employees of the Company must ensure that these items comply with the 
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relevant regulations and company rules. Employees must ensure that they do not 

damage the rights of the Company or put the Company at risk of violations. 

8 Political contributions: When the Company and any of its employees provide 

direct or indirect contributions to political parties or political activities (including 

organizations and individuals), it must comply with the Political Donations Act 

and company rules. Neither the Company nor its employees may use such actions 

to gain business interests or transaction advantages. 

9 Charitable contributions and sponsorship: The Company and all its employees 

shall comply with the relevant regulations when engaging in charity donations or 

sponsorships, and shall not use such actions as a form of bribery. 

10 Money laundering prevention and combating the financing of terrorism: 

10.1 The Company’s employees shall comply with money laundering prevention 

regulations, and be alert to illegal financial transactions that involve money 

laundering and the funding of terrorism. 

10.2 The Company’s employees have a duty to block money laundering 

channels, and may not provide money laundering advice or planning for the 

illegal income of others. If abnormal transactions exceeding legal limits are 

discovered, and if money laundering or aid to terrorist organizations is 

suspected, employees must report to the relevant units immediately. The 

Company shall notify audit units or the competent authorities according to 

the regulations and cooperate with follow-up investigations. 

10.3 If the Company's employees have any doubts on whether they have 

engaged in money laundering activities or aided the financing of terrorism 

over the course of carrying out their duties, they shall immediately seek the 

assistance of authorized supervisors or legal/regulatory compliance units. 

Employees may not continue their duties before the aforementioned doubts 

are resolved. 

11 Confidentiality of information and intellectual property rights protection policy: 

11.1 Information security and maintenance: The Company's employees have an 

obligation to keep the Company's information and customer data 

confidential, and shall not publicize the aforementioned information 

without authorization according to company rules and legal regulations. 

Employees shall not disclose information to others, nor seek business 
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secrets or customer data not related to their work. This applies to employees 

who have left the company, too. The aforementioned confidential 

information includes, but is not limited to, actual or potential asset interests 

or economically valuable data, all information that can be used by a 

competitor, and unpublicized information that can cause harm to the 

Company or its clients if such confidential information is disclosed. 

11.2 Protecting intellectual property rights: 

11.2.1 All employees shall use the Company's name, corporate 

identification, trademarks, works, or patents in accordance with the 

relevant laws and regulations. 

11.2.2 All writings, inventions, creations, and work results completed by 

employees during the fulfillment of their duties, including but not 

limited to ownership rights, copyrights, patents, and other related rights, 

are owned by the Company, which has the right to use, change, 

develop, or publish in the Company's name. 

11.2.3 Employees may not publish any data/information to customers, 

suppliers, or agents under the Company's or their personal names 

without the approval of authorized supervisors or where there is no 

business need. Nor shall any employee publish any words and speeches, 

or print any business cards, corporate identification logos, trademarks, 

works related to the Company or their job without authorization. 

11.2.4 When implementing their duties, all employees shall respect and 

legally use the intellectual property rights of others, including but not 

limited to the unauthorized use of software or the reproduction/citation 

of the works of others. 

12 Protecting company assets: All employees should ensure that all company assets 

can be properly utilized. All of the Company's tangible and intangible assets can 

only be used within its legal operational scope by authorized employees or 

designated persons. 

13 Information disclosure: The Company shall establish an internal key information 

processing and disclosure mechanism to prevent information from 

inappropriately being disclosed, and to ensure consistency and accuracy when 

disclosing to the public. 
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14 Environment, health and safety: The Company pledges to provide all employees 

with a safe and healthy work environment. Employees are obliged to fulfill their 

individual safety and health responsibilities, exert influence, and eliminate risk 

factors. 

15 Prohibition of discrimination and harassment: The Company shall not 

discriminate, harass, or treat differently any employee or customer because of 

their gender, ethnicity, social status, age, marital status, family status, language, 

religion, party affiliation, nationality, appearance, facial feature, and mental or 

physical handicap. All employees should work together to create a fair 

employment and discrimination/harassment-free work environment. 

16 Reporting/ Whistleblowing mechanism: When employees suspect or discover 

actions that violate rules or regulations, it must be reported to the company's 

board of directors, review committee, audit unit, legal compliance unit, or other 

appropriate units. However, malicious framing is not allowed, and the employee 

making the report shall provide sufficient information for verification. The 

Company shall protect and keep confidential the identification of employees who 

report or participate in an investigation to prevent unfair treatment or retribution. 

Cathay Financial Holdings — Human Rights Policy 

To implement corporate social responsibility and ensure the basic human rights of all 

its employees, customers, and stakeholders, Cathay complies with the UN's Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights, Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, 

Global Compact, and adheres to the principles of the International Labour 

Organization and other international human rights conventions. Cathay respects 

internationally recognized basic human rights, including freedom of association, 

caring for disadvantaged groups, prohibition of the use of child labor, elimination of 

various forced labor, elimination of employment discrimination, and complies with 

local labor regulations. 

 

Based on the nature of the financial industry and development strategy requirements, 

the Company conducts regular risk assessments on human rights issues that include 

external expectations and stakeholder communications. This is to identify important 

human rights issues and high-risk groups, establish risk due diligence, promote 

mitigation measures, and achieve management objectives. The aforementioned risk 

assessment results will be regularly disclosed to the public. The related risk topics are 

described below: 
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1. Diversity inclusion and equal opportunity: 

 No biased treatment, language, attitude, or behavior may be used due to a 

person's gender, race, social status, age, marital status, family status, language, 

religion, party affiliation, nationality, appearance, facial features, or 

mental/physical disability. 

 To ensure non-discriminatory employment policies and fairness in employment, 

compensation and benefits, training, performance evaluations, and promotion 

opportunities, the Company provides an effective and appropriate reporting 

mechanism that complies with employee human rights. Cathay works hard to 

create equal employment and to eliminate discrimination and harassment in the 

workplace. 

 The implementation of diversity inclusion and equal opportunities is monitored 

on a regular basis. 

2. Reasonable work hours: To ensure that employees do not work excessively long 

hours, Cathay has set clear work hours and specifications for overtime. The Company 

also regularly actively cares for employee attendance. 

3. Healthy and safe workplace: To avoid potential health and safety risks in the 

financial sector caused by the type of work, Cathay regularly checks employee health 

and safety risks, and conducts improvements according to the results. 

4. Freedom of association: The Cathay Financial Holdings Code of Conduct for 

Employee clearly states that the Company's employees have the right of association. 

The company has established diverse communities and actively encourages 

participation by its employees. 

5. Employee employer communication: Smooth communication channels are in place 

and regularly employer/employee meetings are convened to ensure the rights of both 

parties. 

6. Privacy protection: In order to fully protect the privacy of all customers and 

interested parties, Cathay has established a comprehensive information security 

management system, and complies with strict control practices and protective 

measures. 
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Cathay invites all business partners, including suppliers and joint venture partners, to 

raise awareness of human rights and manage related risks together. 

Cathay Financial Holdings—Environmental and Energy Policy 

Cathay Financial Holding Co., Ltd. (the “Cathay Financial Holdings”) and its 

affiliates (collectively the “Cathay Financial Group”) uphold the core values of 

integrity, accountability, and innovation. In addition to providing customers with 

diverse financial products and services and becoming the most trustworthy financial 

groups for customers, we followed the ethos of cooperate sustainability and established  

the “Cathay Financial Holdings—Environmental and Energy Policy (the “Policy”)”. 

Through appropriately utilization of natural resources and focus on climate change, 

control management, and investment risks we aim to fulfilling corporate and 

environmental sustainable development. 

1. Management of Direct Environmental Impacts: 

1.1 The Cathay Financial Group complies with all applicable environmental and 

energy regulations. 

1.2 The Cathay Financial Group establishes environmental and energy 

management objectives, and monitors, reduces and reports its energy use, 

greenhouse gas emissions, water and other resources consumption. 

1.3 The Cathay Financial Group introduces energy environment management 

systems or green building certifications, such as ISO14001, ISO50001, and 

LEED, to achieve effective energy utilization. 

2. Cooperation with Suppliers: 

2.1 The Cathay Financial Group invites suppliers to comply with this Policy, and 

includes corporate social responsibility clause that they must follow in the 

Cathay Financial Group's procurement contracts.  

2.2 The Cathay Financial Group commits to working with suppliers to influence 
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their environmental performance, and encourage them to understand their 

specific impact on the environment and on society so that they can mitigate the 

associated risks. 

2.3 The Cathay Financial Group commits to working with environmentally 

friendly suppliers. Thus, Cathay Financial Group explains to all suppliers that 

energy performance or life cycle cost will be taken as assessment benchmark 

into consideration of partial procurement and the low energy consumption, 

low life cycle cost, environmentally friendly or energy and water-saving 

products will be the high priority in procurement consideration, in order to 

reduce the negative environmental impact. 

3. Integrating Core competencies in Response to Climate Change and Other 

Environmental Risks and Opportunities: 

3.1 The Cathay Financial Group complies with Cathay Financial Holdings 

Responsible Investment and Lending Policy which referenced the Principles 

for Responsible Investment (“PRI”), the Principles for Sustainable Insurance 

(“PSI”), the Equator Principles (“EP”) and other international sustainable 

finance principles and commits to well management of investment/lending 

regarding climate and environmental risks and opportunity. 

3.2 The Cathay Financial Group develops and provides products and services that 

help clients respond to the impact of climate and environmental change, and 

supports investment in low-carbon technologies for the transition to a 

low-carbon economy.  

4. Stakeholder Engagement: 

4.1 The Cathay Financial Group commits to actively promoting environmental 

education,  encourages employee participation for improving environmental 

awareness and understanding, and implements various energy-saving and 

environmentally friendly measures. 
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4.2 The Cathay Financial Group commits to participating in various 

environmental policy public dialogues. 

4.3 The Cathay Financial Group invites key corporate partners, such as joint 

ventures and insurance agents, to adhere to this Policy and promote 

environmental sustainability initiatives, such as green supply chain 

management and energy conservation/environmental protection activities. 

4.4 The Cathay Financial Group commits to participating in communal, domestic, 

and international green initiatives, and promotes various environmental 

improvement and educational activities. 

5. Policy Implementation and Report: 

5.1 Cathay Financial Holdings Corporate Sustainability Committee (the “CS 

Committee”) is responsible for supervising the implementation of the Policy. 

5.2 The CS Committee's Green Operation Working Group is responsible for 

implementing this Policy and providing sufficient training, guidance, and 

resources, as well ensuring compliance of employees. 

5.3 The Cathay Financial Group’s various environmental and energy 

management objectives and performance is disclosed in the corporate social 

responsibility report or official website. 

Cathay Financial Holdings —Corporate Citizenship and 

Philanthropy Strategy 

 

Vision and Objectives 
In the interest of advancing the effectiveness and influence of Cathay Financial 

Group's charitable activities, Cathay Financial Holdings Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred 

to as the “Company”) has instituted a Corporate Citizenship and Philanthropy 

Strategy(hereinafter referred to as the “Strategy”) which is based on the sustainable 

development goals (SDGs) of the United Nations in order to promote charitable 

activities and exert its influence on public welfare. 

 

Scope 
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The Strategy is applicable to the Company and its five subsidiaries (Cathay Life 

Insurance, Cathay United Bank, Cathay Century Insurance, Cathay Securities 

Investment Trust, and Cathay Securities Corporation),the Cathay Charity Foundation, 

and the Cathay United Bank Culture & Charity Foundation (collectively, the “Group,” 

and individually referred to as an “entity”). 

 

 

Strategic Propositions 
Upholding the spirit of "happiness is bringing happiness to others" and "happiness is 

helping others make dreams come true," the Group promotes a variety of charitable 

activities by integrating resources and core functions of each entity and encouraging 

volunteer activities. Each entity is advised to have in place the implementation plans 

and the objectives of its charitable activities based on the Strategy and actual needs. 

 

The Group plans and implements various charitable programs with different 

objectives in mind and evaluates and adjusts features and methods of implementation 

in a timely manner. In addition, the Group promotes a variety of charitable activities 

based on financial transparency, information disclosure, and active stakeholder 

engagement. 

 

At present, the objectives and core values of the Group's charitable activities are as 

follows: 

 

1. Inclusive Care 

By working with key strategic partners and investing in the core capabilities of the 

financial industry, the Group provides assistance to school children, students, special 

interest groups, the elderly, and various communities, thereby taking practical steps to 

influence public welfare in Taiwan. 

 

2. Sporting Activities 

The Group encourages youth sports and promotes the nurturing of the domestic sports 

scene. Furthermore, in cooperation with the relevant institutions, the Group also 

actively promotes activities for elderly communities. 

 

3. Arts and Culture 

The Group brings to bear its resources available for extending art and culture to every 

corner of life and to encourage social participation. 

 

4. Environmental Considerations 

Reflecting our corporate logo, a large banyan tree, the Group actively promotes 

ecological charitable activities to raise the community's awareness and emphasizes 

conservation efforts in order to create a harmonious relationship between man and the 

environment. 


